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Abstract:  This   article  discusses  the  robotic  systems  effective  control  systems  construction, in
particular-mobile  robots.  It  is  shown  that  one  of the key factors in the such systems construction is the
choice of the control system central computing node. We analyze requirements for one of the most important
central processing unit characteristics-its performance. To evaluate the performance, author has developed a
mathematical model in which the operation of complex robotic control system is represented as a queuing
system  with  multiple streams  of  applications  which  service  is  performed  in  a central computing node.
Based on the performed analysis the construction of a control system with the control functions
decentralization is proposed, that can significantly reduce the performance requirements of its central
processing unit. Also  we  consider  the  issue  of  constructing a multi-level robotic complex control system.
As one  of the options we propose the implementation of a three-tier robotic complex control system
architecture model.
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INTRODUCTION disabled will vary greatly from the camera sharing time

Currently,   there   are   a   huge   number   of  robots technical vision systems).
that replace human in hazardous areas, be it When designing a robotic complex one of the major
manufacturing facility or  technological disaster problems is the central CN choice. On the one hand, it
elimination, relive us from the monotonous  work,  make must have sufficient computing power to handle the flow
our everyday life easier. There are more  and  more of information coming from the sensors. On the other
sophisticated models capable of analyzing information hand, the selection of inadequately productive and
and decision-making, objects recognition and their expensive CN will increase the overall system cost. So the
manipulation. CN performance evaluation assessment, needed to

In the classic version the robotic complex control address the challenges faced by the robotic systems is
system central part usually takes a microcontroller or very important [3]. We consider this problem in more
other computing device, which will be called the detail.
computing node (CN). To CN through his lines (parallel
and serial I / O information ports) sensors and actuators Central CN Performance Assessment Technique:
are connected. CN reads information from the sensors, Robotic complex can be represented as a queuing system
processes it and outputs commands to actuators [1, 2]. (QS), where the service requests sources are peripheral
For different system configurations, the amount of devices which can act as sensors or actuators and service
information transmitted, as well as its processing time will center-is  CN.  Under  the  sensors  here and  in  follows,
be very different. For example, input data time from the we will understand any devices that convey information
switch and software determining whether it enabled or about the world to CN.

and information processing, received from it (such as
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In general, application occurrence and processing This stream is stationary, as for the regular stream
can be divided into several stages: probability of n applications in a time interval (t, t + x)

Data transfer from the sensor to the CN; on the time interval duration.
Application processing on CN (execution of program Stream ordinariness depends on the method of an
code, associated with the information processing application occurrence in the system. There are two
from the sensor); options presented. In first case a poll is carried out by the
Issuing command (commands) to the actuators. CN on the timer. In this case, obviously, it is the ordinary

The second and third stages are associated with the event. The second option in general leads to unusual
applications processing and their labor intensity is stream occurrence, as though individually each appliction
directly related to the type of transmitted information. stream is regular, however, with respect to each other,
Application processing may lead to the issuance of the these processes are asynchronous and may receive
command to the execution unit and may not. It all depends simultaneous requests from two different devices, or
on the context of the problem being solved. appearance of service requests from the device at the time

CN can perform synchronous and asynchronous when the CN initiates communications with another
communication with the sensors. In first case the device, etc. In the general case we get an unusual
exchange  is  carried  out  regularly  at equal intervals. application flow.
This may be reading data from the gyroscope, Considered application stream is a stream without
accelerometer  and   other   sensors,  periodically  polled. consequences, because the number of applications that
In the second case the exchange can begin at any time. have arisen in the same time interval does not affect the
As an example, we can talk about commands transmission number of applications that arise in another interval.
to robotic complex (voice commands, commands Let us try to numerically evaluate the CN
transmitted by radio, etc.). We can also add a sensor performance, who will serve a number of regular
sharing, operation of which depends on the certain application  streams. At this stage, we simplify the
conditions occurrence. problem and will not take into account the non-ordinarity

In the first case it is a QS with a few regular of the flow in general.
application flows. Each sensor has a different polling Let a { a , a , …, a }-a set of intensities of
period and, accordingly, each of them forms a regular applications occurrence from each of external devices.
application stream. In the second case, the flow of Each a  is a regular flow. The resulting stream a is a
applications, obviously, will not be a regular and its stationary, ordinary, has no aftereffects. Such an
properties will depend on the external devices, members application stream is the simplest.
of the robotic complex. Defining the input application As shown above, each application processing from
streams  characteristics, we can create  an  analytical each i-th external device consists of three components.
model to describe the occurrence and processing of
applications from external devices to CN. With the help of (1)
this model it is possible to determine the most important
characteristics of the system being designed. We are Here
primarily interested in the central CN performance, which
can be defined  within  the application flow parameters T: The total time required to process the application
that occur in the system with respect to each type of from the i-th unit;
application processing time. Based on obtained T : Data transfer from the i-th device to the central CN;
performance values, we can determine the central CN T : Application processing from the i-th device;
type. T : Issuing command to the actuators when processing

Let us consider the synchronous exchange. In this an application from the i-th device.
case, it is a  QS  with  a  few  regular application flows.
Each sensor has a different polling period and, If the CN does not allow parallel operation (when
accordingly, each of them forms a regular application implemented on a microcontroller  it  is often the case),
stream. then all the processing is done sequentially. Given that

occurrence does not depend on time t and depends only

stream as CN at any given time can be initiated only one
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the intensity of service requests from external devices is The time required for issuing a command to the
described by the set a { a , a , …, a }, the total time actuator can be assessed as follows. Since not every1 2 n

required for the central CN to proccess applications from application is to generate an actuator command (for
n external devices can be represented as follows. example, not every accelerometer poll should lead to a

set f { f , f , …, f  }. Here f -the probability of generating
(2) actuator  commands  when  processing an application

{N , N , …, N  }- the average command size,
The data transmission time to the central CN consists of generated at the i-th device service.
two components. Then the time required for issuing a command to the

(3) assessed as follows.

where (7)
INTi

interrupt routine while processing i-th device; Let us add to the equation (2) expressions (5), (6) and
T : The actual data transfer time. (7), we obtain the time needed to process applicationsTRANSi

Time  will   be    evaluated    in    the  instructions. measured by the central CN instructions.
Time required to the central CN to go to the interrupt
routine is a characteristic that depends on the CN type. (8)
For simplicity we  assess  the  time in one instruction for
all types of devices. Data transfer time can be represented
as follows.

(4) instructions to be performed by the robotic complex

Here all of the devices are part of the complex, provided that
N : The  amount  of information transmitted  from the the devices meet the model proposed above. This may be,EXTi

i-th external device; for example, the mobile robot operates completely
N : The amount  of  information transmitted on bus autonomously, i.e. it does not receive any commands andBUS

in one instruction. a poll of sensors is performed regularly. The polling

Let N  { N , N , …, N  }-a set of average The expression (8) considering shows that theEXT EXT1 EXT2 EXTn

amount of information transmitted from each of the performance  of  the  robotic complex CN have a
external devices. significant impact of three types of devices:
Having said that, the expression (3) takes the form

(5) of data read (devices with great Next);

To assess the time T2, we introduce the following code execution (devices with high Nprog);
notation Devices, which maintenance leads to actuator

(6) information (devices with a large Nout).

Here Control   System    Functions    Decentralization:    In
N : The average  number  of  instructions  required some cases, you can get a fairly high performancePROGi

to process the application from the i-th device. requirements,  which  may  be  brought  to  a  central  CN.

change of course or movement speed), we introduce the
1 2 n i

from  the  I-th  sensor.  Also,  we  introduce  the set NOUT

Let us assess parameters involved in the expression. OUT1 OUT2 OUTn

actuator when servicing i-th external device can be

T : Time, needed to the central CN to go to the

from n external devices, members of the robotic complex,

Equation (8) shows the average number of

central CN per unit of time (IPS) to service requests from

period is different for different sensors.

Devices, which maintenance leads to a large amount

Devices, which maintenance leads to high amount of

control, which is necessary to convey a lot of
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For example, if the projected mobile robot is able to move,
then such requirements enter a  qualitatively higher level
[4, 5]. There   is  the  need  to  process  information in real
time, the  orienteering  task  becomes   necessary,  the
choice of  the optimal motion path  and  obstacles
overcome. And microcontrollers often can not cope alone
with the incoming data volume, their performance is not
enough. So robotic complex distributed control systems
began receiving spread [6], which carry on board more
than one processor. Algorithms for control problem
solving, be it orienteering, object recognition and others,
often based on iterative methods for solving equations of
varying complexity. Thus, there is little time to processor
remain (or does not remain) to perform any other
functions. Therefore it is necessary the whole control
process to divide into parts that will be able to perform
separate processors.

Usually, there are separated management tasks of Fig. 1: Three-tier architecture of a mobile robot.
mobile robot different devices. This fact allows us to
share the mobile robot into separate modules, which will system (MCS). This module connects the lower-level
be managed by external short commands and process modules with a device that acts as a remote control for
control will be hidden in a local control system. As mobile robot.
feedback to the  management upper levels will be sent MCS is an interface that takes  all the information
only the command result, as well as the current status of from the upper level, processes it and sends it to one of
the module, for example, the  position of actuators, the lower-level modules, as well as the module receives a
sensors condition, etc. This will distribute the load across response  to the  lower  level   of  their  condition  after
the multiprocessor system and also allows different the  operation  and sends it to the "up" for processing.
modules to use the results of computation or the current The average level does not interpret the information
state of other modules. received from the lower-level module and only ensures

Then the module can be represented as a traditional that there is no violation  of the protocol and errors in
"black box" with the  input (control commands) and data transmission. MCS will act as master-device on the
output (state, calculation results) parameters. internal network to the lower levels and as a slave-devices

The advantage of such a representation would be in a wireless network of upper level.
tenuous link of individual modules together and the As the device, that is a mobile robot remote control,
ability to replace one module to another. Minus of this it can be presented with several options. Since in the
architecture  is   that   the   increased  requirements  for system shown in Figure 1, the wireless network to be used
data   networks  with   which   data   is   exchanged. as a controller may be any computing device to interact
These requirements, certainly, are true fault tolerance, with equipment in the selected network. This may be a
data transfer high speed, support for a wide range of standard computer, smartphone or a specially designed
microprocessor solutions, the ability  to  diagnose  the control unit, provided that they contain the software
network and hence the possibility of representing the which allows these devices to operate on a certain
network states in a finite state machine. protocol.

In [7], a system architecture of the mobile robot that One of the modules that make up the mobile robot
uses this principle is provided. The block diagram of the control system, constructed in a modular fashion, can be
control system is shown in Figure 1. a navigation system. For the successful implementation of

In this system, we have a group of lower-level its tasks, this system should be able to run the route,
modules with local control systems. In order to represent which requires robot transport subsystem operation
them as a single  unit  module an intermediate level is control, to control manipulative mechanisms and other
used, which  in  this  case  is  called  managing  computing subsystems. Navigation  system when making decision
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on the route selection, must interpret the information mobile robot control, where different systems are
coming from the sensors, presented in the system, controlled by different computing nodes. This concept is
including,  possibly,  with   technical   vision  subsistem. an alternative to the concept of building robots in which
In  the  case  of  managed  robot  system   will  interpret all control functions are concentrated on one computing
the  commands  received   from  the  remote  control. unit, which analyzes data from sensors and generates
These commands can be voice, walk in a wired or wireless control signals to the actuators. One of these subsystems
link. In general, the implementation of these functions is can be a block that performs basic matrix transformation
a difficult task [8]. used in solving complex problems of mobile robot

Many problems that arise in navigation systems of navigation. This subsystem can be a kind of co-processor
mobile robots and related to the information processing for basic computing node, which increases its
from the technical vision subsystem can be solved using productivity. This coprocessor can be reconfigurable and
linear transformations. For example, object detection in a implemented, for example, using FPGA-device. For this
hybrid color space, the use of principal component device construction, the prerequisite is a development of
analysis for the detection and recognition of objects and specialized hardware-oriented algorithms for the linear
others. All of the above problems are associated with transformations realization. Some of these algorithms are
autonomous  robot work, related to the management of discussed in [10].
the transport and handling systems on the basis of data
obtained by the technical vision system using a feedback CONCLUSION
mechanism. In this, robot work is reduced approximately
to the following algorithms: "saw an obstacle" - "gave the The above-described method was tested in the
command to go round", "saw an object" - "gave the performance of student works in Volgograd State
command to approach" - "gave the command to capture" - Technical  University.  There  were  performed more than
"gave the command to lift", etc. If the mobile robot is 10 works, the purpose of which was to develop a mobile
operated, it must be made using a specific command link. robots with different functional purpose. It should be
This channel may be wired, wireless, robot can be noted that the proposed above technique of estimating
controlled by voice commands. When processing voice the central CN performance requirements with further
commands received by the mobile robot, it may also be decentralization of control system functions has resulted
necessary to perform linear transformations. For example, in a number of cases, the possibility of using as a central
one method of allocating the formants in the speech microcontroller  device,  the performance of which was
signal spectrum is based on solving a system of linear 50% less than the original estimate, which was obtained
algebraic equations, where the coefficient matrix acts in the design of such a system with centralized
matrix, which  determines  the  degree  of  correlation management principle. Furthermore, by allocating
between the two segments of the speech signal. transport, manipulation  and navigation systems control

Summarizing all the above it can be noted that while in the separate local moules we achieved in the final
constructing the mobile robot navigation system, product cheapening by 30-40% while maintaining the
developers may encounter tasks that require  execution performance of the control system as a whole at the same
of linear transformations. In [9] as the base matrix level. Currently, the university continues to work on the
transformation to solve  linear algebra problems and design of robotic complex modular control systems with
create on its  base  high-performance computing tools, decentralized construction principle.
QR-decomposition is proposed. Evaluation of the
operating complexity and solution time of problems above CONCLUSIONS
showed  current  transformation preference with respect
to other basic matrix transformations. As a conclusion we can say the following. In the

However, the solution of problems related to the development of complex robotic control system is
technical vision of robots, recognizing voice commands important in the initial stage, to evaluate the performance
in "real time" is complicated by the apparent high requirements, which will be presented to the designed
operational complexity of the algorithms used in the system.  These   requirements   can  be  assessed  by (8).
solution of such problems. The solution to this problem, If this assessment is too high for the robotic complex
as has been shown above, can be a decentralization of implementation with a control system, built on a
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centralized basis (with one central processing unit that 5. Egunov, V.A., A.P. Zhukov and M.I. Potapov, 2011.
performs all calculations), it is necessary to dwell on the About management of  the handling mechanism of
decentralized principle of building a control system and the mobile. Bulletin  of  Volg GTU.  A series of
distribute computing for  local control systems. In order "Actual problems  of  management,  computer
to implement certain features that require a large amount science and  informatics  in  technical   systems."
of computation, it is sometimes necessary to use Vol. 12: Interuniversity collection of scientific articles
specialized calculators, as has been shown above in the / VolgGTU. Volgograd, 11(84): 49-51.
case of devices that implement a linear transformation. 6. Kadonoff, M.B. and D.W. Parish, 1995. Modular
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